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THE OLD ROUND HOUSE
by Dave Hawkins

CHAPTER ONE

Imagination

It was a tense moment, but not an unusual one: danger was fast becoming a way of life.  A
field agent took it in his stride.  A good agent reminded himself that he was, above all, still
only human. Terry did just that as his sparkling blue eyes darted from one adversary to
another.  There were five of them advancing on him like jackals; shifting nervously; circling;
awaiting the moment to rush in and attack when it was least expected.  To the inexperienced
eye they might all look alike; but Terry knew the back streets of Hong Kong, and it was not
the first time he had encountered this particular gang of unsavoury Chinese thugs.

It was obvious they recalled that previous meeting and their subsequent defeat. A brief
scan of their posture verified they were unsure, and they had need to be.  Although their lone
enemy was only small, a boy really, this meant nothing: his stance was that of a Master, his
hands and feet ready to deal out justice with lightning accuracy a second time. The
confidence in Terry’s voice when he spoke confirmed he was clearly in control of the
situation: "You are making a bad mistake, my friends," he drawled calmly.  "It's not too late to
back down."

The leader of the gang produced a quivering sneer and gave his signal.  It was a poor
move, a predictable one.  The Master was ready for it.  His entire body was suddenly a blur
of flashing movement.  He swung, darted, chopped and ducked.  Bodies twisted, stopped
short in their tracks and fell.  There were few cries - the attack was too fast, so sure that
there was no time.  A swift, biting uppercut put paid to a fourth contender.  Only the leader
remained. Terry spun on one foot, kicking high with the other. "Keeee-yah!"

The rattle of timber brought him back to reality and the fact that his own worst enemy was
staring at him – his reflection in the wardrobe mirror! "Oh, no!"  He leaned forward to
examine the glass and breathed a sigh of relief on finding no apparent damage. Imagination
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was alright, but it wouldn't have fixed a broken mirror. A quick rub with his sleeve wiped the
dusty footprint off the glass. Stepping back in the hopes of admiring a one-time hero was a
total disappointment. Talk about puny! A brief re-play of the Karate stance made little
difference.  Pathetic!  The other kids were right when they said: "There goes Terry Savage,
the runt."  The standard joke was that he was growing down instead of up.

Stretching the skin on his cheekbones only accentuated the mass of freckles and pink
blotches.  Sometimes he felt he would rather have zits.  Maybe they would sprout later, when
he grew up a bit; if that day ever came. Although already fourteen, to look at him no-one
would know. This was supposed to be that magical transformation period called the teenage
years.  Adolescence was the way adults described it.  They made it sound like a disease.

Well, what did they know?  What did anyone?  You were as old and as tall as you felt.
And, anyway, being popular meant there was no shortage of friends; but sometimes it was
embarrassing.  Girls seemed to like him a lot, even if they did only hang around because
they thought he was ‘cute’.

"Terry!"  The sounds of his Mother's footsteps could be heard thumping up to his bedroom
door.  It opened and she walked in to hover.  If they gave medals for passive intimidation, his
Mum would have been weighed down with them.  A trained parental eye scanned the mess
in the room.  "Haven't you cleared up yet?"  The question was one of those which required
no answer.  She sighed, walking across the room to draw back the curtains. Reluctantly,
Terry began to collect up three days' clothes from the floor, groaning inwardly.  He hated
cleaning. His mother’s hand ruffled her son’s mane of blond, curly hair in passing.
"Someone needs a haircut."

Terry made a face.  "Someone likes it as it is."
She studied the cheeky grin.  "I guess I asked for that.  What are your plans?"
Under normal circumstances she need not have asked.  As it was, the school was closed

for a week - something about unstable asbestos on the roof.  It was a shame the entire place
wasn't made of the stuff if it meant a free holiday.  Terry shrugged.  "Homework, I guess.
Education really sucks."

It was a slip of the tongue: she had never liked the expression and he was immediately
sorry for using it. Turning away, he found himself glancing through the window.  It looked
appealing outside.  Spring in Melbourne was like that – an early chill in the mornings, days
starting to warm up; like a kind-of promise for the summer to come.  "I think I'll go for a jog
first to clear my head," he added, hoping the change of subject would avoid having to suffer
the standard lecture on inappropriate language and 'being a gentleman'.  It seemed to have
worked.

His mother smiled knowingly.  "It'll take more than a run to get rid of all the nonsense
you've got in there."

"I thought you were proud of my frutile imagination."
She laughed.  "The word's fertile; and I am; but there is such a thing as reality.  You should

try it sometime.  When will you be back?"
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Terry glanced at the clock on his bedside table.  "Can I buy lunch?"
Realising it was as close to a positive answer as she would get, she turned to leave.  "I

suppose so.  There's money in the rice container." Hesitating in the doorway, she waved
vaguely at the room.  "But first clear this lot up.  Mrs McPherson will be here at ten."

Wasn't that typical of a woman - hire a cleaning lady one day a week then race around like
a hairy goat to get the place spick-and-span before she arrived? He waited until she had
gone before making a token effort of gathering up clothes and stuffing them under the bed.
The job was finished in record time and he was closing the bedroom door when a board
creaked in the hallway downstairs.

The fertile, adolescent brain clicked into fantasy-mode. A hand dived for the hilt resting
against his left hip.  There was a zing of steel as the rapier slipped from its scabbard.  "So,
Monsieur le Duc, we meet at last!"  The accent was as close to French as he could manage.
"Now, we shall see 'oo is zee bettair swordsman!"

Hitching himself onto the banister rail, he slid the length of it, leaping off at the last moment
to engage his waiting foe. A clash of swords rang through the palace as they fenced their
way across the marble floor.  The Duke fought well, but not well enough.  Terry disarmed him
with a twirl of his weapon, sending his adversary's sword spinning in the air. As the victor, he
advanced slowly, gloating, threatening.  The point of the outstretched rapier touched the
invisible Duke's fancy vest. The scowl on Terry’s face melted to become a sardonic smile.
"Non, Monsieur, I shall not keel you,” lilted the awful French accent, “I, Marcel Dupont, am
feeling generous today.  Until zee next time, zen."

His weapon sheathed, the 16th century swordsman turned with a flourish; and a 20th

century boy went into the kitchen.  The money was indeed in the rice container.  Adults had
no flair. While sorting through the loose change, Terry began wondering if his own make-
believe world was as unhealthy as some made out.  They said the death of his father two
years ago had made him an introvert.  He had looked the unknown word up in the dictionary
and didn't understand the definition either. According to his mother, it meant he preferred his
own imagination to the company of others.

In this particular instance she was right.  So, what was wrong with that?  How could the
fantasies of his own mind do harm to anyone, least of all himself? Had Terry known what
was soon to occur; what dangers and terror a wild imagination would lead to, he might have
reconsidered.  But it was a good day, and no adult's stuffy advice was going to ruin it.

Something else was waiting to do that.

The Old Round House

Flexing bionic legs, the two-and-a-half-million-dollar man began a slow-motion sprint along
the street, closing eyes to fine slits which made it seem as if the ground was being covered
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at phenomenal speed. A theatrical leap over the twenty-foot high electrified fence was too
easy (it was actually a twelve inch hop over a plastic packing-strap).  Nothing they could
send against him was a match for his super-human powers. Dodging expertly between an
army of killer androids (early morning shoppers), the bionic agent screeched around the
corner of the missile factory at incredible speed (Massey's Hardware store at twelve
kilometres per hour).

Open ground lay ahead.  He accelerated to one-twenty kph, burning the grass with the
heat from a pair of specially-made shoes - a gift from the Project Chief.  Unfortunately, a
sadly-normal, down-to-earth body eventually got the better of him and Terry was forced to
rest. Relaxing with head down, hands on knees, sucking in the fresh air eventually helped.
The fantasy dash, however, had brought him to a part of town he didn't know.  The houses
were quite different to others in the neighbourhood.  These were mainly large, two- and
three-storey buildings surrounded by huge gardens filled with trees and bushes.  Most had
long, winding pathways to the front doors; and cars parked in the driveways of a few hinted
that the occupants weren't short of money.

But what did the intrepid adventurer care for wealth?  Stranded in the past by a malfunction
in the time capsule as he had suddenly become, money was of little consequence. The
priority now was finding a place to hide before someone saw him - before his futuristic
clothes gave him away.

Creeping stealthily along an old, wooden fence, he came to a hole in the palings. A
glimpse through enabled a lightening scan of the overgrown garden with a bionic eye.  It was
a jungle, almost literally. The path to the house was more weeds than gravel, and the grass
had not seen a lawn-mower for months.  Having to clean that up would have been a
gardener’s worst nightmare. The entire place gave the impression that nobody; no human
being at least, had walked here for ages.

Of course!  That was it! This was not the past, but some year in the distant future when the
human race had been obliterated by an alien virus.  This adventurer was the only man left
alive on a dead planet!

A door slammed in the house next door. The last human he might be, but he was not
alone, apparently!  The time traveller dived through the gap in the fencing and dashed at
unbelievable speed through the dense undergrowth.  A mysterious tentacle shot from
nowhere to wrap itself around an ankle.  He pitched into a bush and lay there panting.

A back-to-the-twentieth-century Terry sat up to find his right foot was actually caught in
some kind of creeper.  Sharp thorns hampered initial attempts, but finally he was able to
break free and inspected the damage - one torn sock and a badly scratched hand.
Supposedly, it could have been worse.

The thought of leaving was next on the agenda, but a flash attracted his attention.
Whatever it was glinted in the sunlight from beneath a bush at the edge of a pathway. Using
a dead branch, he raked away some dead leaves and dipped in to hook it free. It was a
medallion of sorts attached to a broken plastic cord.  The polished stone was oval in shape,
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presumably a jewel which could have been anything from an opal to quartz; but it was
difficult to tell because the colour kept changing. The smooth surface of the stone felt warm,
yet it hadn’t been sitting in the sun. The sudden appearance of stars before the eyes was
another classic sign of delusion - the fall must have inflicted some degree of concussion.

Rubbing the eyes and a reasonably-vigorous shaking of the head seemed to clear his
vision.  Unfortunately, it didn’t work as well as it should have.  Looking again, not only were
the stars still there, but they were concentrated in the stone of the pendant. A wide-eyed
stare just made matters worse.  The stars increased in number and intensity until the whole
pendant shimmered with dancing lights.

He looked through the overgrown garden, along the pathway to the house, then back to the
medallion. Someone who lived there had probably dropped it and it would need to be
returned.  That would mean admitting to trespassing.  So be it.  Hopefully the grateful owner
would be understanding.  No longer the fearless time traveller but now a rather nervous boy,
Terry wove his way through the weeds sprouting from the path toward the old, rambling
house.  Up close it looked worse than its surroundings, the glass of dirty windows barely held
in place by a few remaining strips of putty.  The wooden door was in a similar state of
disrepair, paint blistered and peeling, exposed timber cracked and weathered.

Terry knocked softly, waited and listened.  No sound came from within.  His second rap
was louder.  Still nothing.  Convinced that the house was deserted, he banged with a
clenched fist and renewed confidence. Maybe nobody lived there anymore. After a minute
or two he gave up.  Stuffing the medallion in a pocket, he began retracing his steps through
the garden. Close to the spot he’d found the pendant, he noticed another building separate
from the main house. Not surprisingly, he’d missed it before because it was almost obscured
by the tangle of vegetation surrounding it.

Curiosity, they say, killed the cat. Had Terry remembered this advice he might have saved
himself more than a little trouble.  As it was, there seemed no harm in just investigating - a
quick look before he left. The building was reminiscent of a circular mud-hut, except that the
lower part of the wall was timber whereas the top half was a continuous band of windows
running around the entire structure.  The roof was a dome topped by a ball with a point on
top lending it a mystical, oriental appearance.  It was obviously an ordinary gazebo, but
Terry’s mind had moved past ordinary once more.  Now it had become a stronghold of the
Arabian Knights; and he was before it, adorned in flowing robes and a turban, scimitar at the
ready, about to...

A sudden, inconsistent sound shattered the illusion. The faint, echoing cry had him pulling
the medallion from his pocket and fingering it as if the jewel could ward off evil spirits. A
fleeting downward glance caused the hairs to prickle on the back of his neck.  Deep within
the jewel, the stars were skipping frantically.  A sudden flash exploded from the stone.  The
light was so intense it caused black spots to appear before his eyes.  At that same instant the
cry came again, intimating that both the sound and the lights were connected in some way.
Was it possible?
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Terry severed the train of thought with an annoyed 'tut'.  Wasn't that just typical of him?
From an adult perspective, logic would declare the flash to be merely reflected sunlight.  As
for the cry - it was a cat; had to be.  There was no doubt in his mind of this when he heard
the sound a third time; and it was coming from the old round house - probably some moggy
had got itself caught inside.

Not entirely convinced, a boy feigning the wisdom of adulthood followed the wall round,
fighting his way through bushes and eventually managed to locate a door.  His outstretched
hand reached for the knob, then hesitated.  Trespassing was one thing, but breaking and
entering?  That was a whole new ball game.  If caught it would mean the police, fingerprints,
a trial and... a criminal record - Woah! The price was too high.  Then the pitiful wail rekindled
his sense of chivalry.  Surely, it would only take a minute...?

Turning the knob slowly, carefully, there should have been a grinding noise from a rusted
lock. Surprisingly, it unlatched as if recently oiled.  Wait for it, he thought - the hinges would
creak like those on the door of Dracula's castle.  The door swung silently outwards.  Had
there been a cat trapped inside, it would probably have shot out the instant the door was
open. Just like one of his failed science experiments at school, nothing happened.

A tentative lean through the doorway simply confirmed it was dark inside; although some
light was filtering through the dirty windows.  It was sufficient to see that the single room was
empty.  With a quick glance over his shoulder to make sure nobody was watching, Terry
stepped in and walked to the centre of the floor, accompanied by the sound of his own
footsteps echoing in the emptiness.

There was something peculiar about the place; but it was unquantifiable, a word he chose
to remember because it sounded coolly futuristic.  In Marcel Dupont’s language it would be:
je ne sais quoi; for those who were in ignorance, Terry might have translated it as: ‘I don’t
know what’, meaning it could be this, it could be that.  In other words, work it out for yourself.
The trouble was, at that point in time, he was unable to do just that, and couldn’t put a finger
on the enigma. It was nothing sinister really - this was just an empty out-house, merely
another part of the neglected property.

That was wrong, he realised.  Maybe from the outside it looked uncared for, but inside it
seemed bright as a new pin.  He bent to wipe a hand across the floor.  Apart from a few
leaves which he had dragged in on his shoes, there was just a very fine layer of dust and grit.
It even smelled clean. The windows, of course, were filthy.  He walked over to one.  It was
as he thought - covered with dirt and spiders' webs.  He tapped a fat black one and watched
the eight-legged occupier bounce on her home-made trampoline.  She did nothing else.  He
extended a finger to touch her abdomen.  There was no frantic scuttling to some dark corner.
The spider just sat quite still, quite unafraid; and quite plastic...?

A cursory examination of a few more spiders added to the puzzle - not one was the real
thing.  A rub across the glass was as strange - all of the dirt was on the outside of the panes.
Why would anyone go to the trouble of keeping the inside of this building nearly spotless
while leaving the rest of the property going to rack and ruin?  It didn't make sense.
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That familiar, wailing cry returned to fill the room, so mournful in the emptiness.  Terry
shivered.  Goose bumps tingled on his flesh.  It was definitely coming from inside; but
where?  He looked up.  There was a large round hole in the centre of the domed ceiling.  The
animal must be in there, unable to climb down.  He would need a ladder to investigate, and
more light.

If there was a light-globe somewhere in the gazebo, there was most likely a switch for it
beside the entrance.  Walking over to the door, he looked for one.  There was just a ten-
centimetre square plate which might have been intended for a switch, except that someone
had forgotten to fit it.  His hand rose to pat the square as if checking another item off his list
of possibilities.  As he turned to walk away, there was strange sensation on the back of his
neck, the kind experienced when it was thought that someone was watching from behind.
After a missed heartbeat, he spun quickly.  There was no-one there, of course, but he was in
time to watch the old door swing in and shut with a slam!

Terry Versus the Unknown

The thought that a gust of wind might have caused the door to close never entered Terry's
head.  There was time only to glance at the plate he had just touched and register that it
glowed with a soft light.  He jumped back as a metal plate slid across in front of him, covering
the door and completely blocking the entrance.

Panic took his breath away.  He lunged at the steel panel, clawed at it, probing frantically
for a crack, anything that would enable it to be forced open.  The slippery, glass-like surface
offered no such opportunity; but despite this he kept trying. Gradually, determination faded
and he slumped defeated against the cold surface, panting breathlessly.  Beads of
perspiration formed in droplets on his brow; some trickled down his cheeks.  He shivered,
feeling unusually cold and clammy. An exasperated kick at the door only resulted in bruised
toes and a painful reminder that such reactions were childish.  Brute force was no answer.
There was always a logical solution.

Sunlight dimmed by the grubby windows continued to filter through, confirming that escape
and freedom were merely the thickness of a pane of glass away.  All that was needed was to
smash one of the windows, which required something hard.  As there was no furniture in the
room, he would have to use what he had brought with him, and that wasn't much.  A shoe
might just do the trick.  He hooked a toe on a heel and was about to prise a sneaker off when
the light dimmed further - probably just a passing cloud blocking the sun.

That was the guess.  A glimpse at one of the windows quashed the idea – the sun was still
shining vaguely through the grime. The windows themselves, however, seemed to be
smaller than before.  Oh, no!  They really were; and getting smaller by the second!  He
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gawped wide-eyed and horrified as sliding panels rose up from a recess in the walls,
gradually covering this last line of retreat.

Terry scuttled to the nearest window and clung to the top edge of the panel, trying
desperately to force it back into the cavity from which it came.  But the metal shield kept on
rising, rising until he was plucked effortlessly from the floor to dangle by his fingertips.  Only
centimetres to go before the panel locked into its top groove, imagination filled in the blanks
to come. In a second or two he would be minus a few fingers if he held on.

Easing his grip, he dropped to the floor and watched the last band of daylight disappear.
He stood up and froze like a statue.  There was little else to do.  Already alone and
frightened, now he was blind as well! He waited, waited some more; and thanks to a
combination of delay, natural suspicion and imagination, became convinced someone else
was in the room with him. Taking a deep breath, he held it to listen intently.  The other being
must have done the same because there was now just silence; empty, creepy, whispering
silence. Only for a moment, though – slowly increasing in volume came the thump, thump of
a heartbeat...!

"Idiot!"  Terry's voice rolled around the curved wall and came back to him, mocking his
stupidity.  It was his own breathing, his own heartbeat he was hearing!  Next he would be
seeing little green men!  Don't say that!  It might come true.  Just stay calm.  Assess the
situation.  Think.  It wasn't easy with that annoying hum drowning out even his thoughts.

Hum?  There was - it was true! - a hum which was getting louder and louder. "What have I
done?" he whispered to himself.  "Kick-started some nuclear reactor?  And they always self-
destruct when someone messes with them!"  Always!

So, this was it for Terry Savage.  The end of a short, very unspectacular career.  He
slumped to his knees in a gesture of hopeless resignation. Not done with him yet, the
strange happenings continued, the latest one much closer to home.  There was something
hot against his thigh.  Jerking away didn’t help, mainly because the source of the heat was in
his pocket.  It was the medallion, and it was going to burn a hole in his leg if he left it there.
His hand plunged in panic to withdraw the stone.  As well as being hot, it was shimmering in
a blaze of light strong enough to illuminate part of the room. With a gasp, he tossed it away.
The stone skidded across the floor dragging the broken cord like the tail of a snake; then it
came to rest.  The lights emanating from it intensified, becoming so frenzied that the stars
within seemed desperate to burst free.

"Yarnoo....yaarnnooo....yaaarrr....nnnooooo...," echoed through the room. It was that
same terrible wailing cry he had heard before; but louder now, and much clearer.  Definitely
no animal, this was a voice; and with each syllable uttered, the glow in the medallion pulsed
like a laser light hooked to a stereo system.

"Who are you?" pleaded Terry.  "What do you want?”  An association of ideas found a
possible solution. “Look, I didn't mean to wreck your machine.  It was an accident..."

His plea broke off when something brushed past his hand.  He shuddered as if someone
had walked over his grave. Whatever it was touched him again.  Then there was the sound
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of a rushing breeze.  More of the feathery things skittered, tumbled and rustled across the
floor, urged on by the increasing power of the wind. They were leaves, he realised - dead
ones he had dragged in on his shoes; and they were being blown away to somewhere; but
where? An attempt to stand was futile. His legs were like jelly, too weak to withstand the
roaring gale which drove him back onto his knees.  It took his breath away. Sand and dead
leaves swept past, stinging hands and face.

Crawling closer to the wall, the wind seemed even stronger.  It was as if a huge vacuum
cleaner was sucking all the dirt and debris out of the room. In an instinctive attempt to test
the theory, he advanced a hand towards the wall, snatching it away as soon as he felt it
being sucked into a slot at the base of the wall. Maybe it was this physical act of curiosity
that had triggered some shut-off feature – human safety a priority. Then again, the
automatic process might have just completed its cycle.  For whatever reason, the howling
wind stopped suddenly to be replaced by a welcome, yet relatively deafening silence.

Fighting off the terror, the trembling boy went back to trusting logic, or tried to.  Reasoning
that sliding panels had sealed off the room; air currents had swept it clean, which would
explain the way he had found it.  So, what next - maybe disinfectant to complete the job?  It
was a private joke intended to raise dampened spirits. A contrived, very weak smile faded as
an antiseptic odour filled the room.

The humming started up again.  Terry wasn’t sure where the safest place would be.  Now
the suction and disinfecting had stopped, close to the wall seemed a good choice. He waited
there. The light from the medallion in his hand was dim. Had that occurred once the voice
stopped?  He was too confused to remember.  It became irrelevant, replaced by another
event far more spectacular. Magically, a hole suddenly materialised in the centre of the floor.
He frowned when a question popped into his head: could ‘materialise’ be applied to a hole?
His Mum would probably know.  Why did he even care?  Supposedly his mind did: perhaps
as a way of coping with fear, especially of the unknown.

The hum was still audible, yet had drifted into the background, overshadowed by a visual
distraction that was rising up through the hole.  At first it was a glass-like pillar that glowed
with some inner light source. They did this sort of thing at Olympic Games opening
ceremonies. It would be nice to think that the athletes would be next; or... What if it was
something not so nice?  What if there was a gimp in the basement?  “Go back to nice, idiot,”
he hissed to himself.

A band playing “Chariots of the Gods” would have been good. All he had was a
background hum as the phenomenon rose higher, revealing itself bit by bit.  He watched in
awe as it did, right up to the point where the top of the glowing pillar slid into the hole in the
ceiling.  The upward movement stopped.  The transformation was complete.

So, what have we got?  There was a thick, oval table with a larger, circular base that now
filled the hole in the floor.  Part way up the glowing tube which sat on this was a rectangular
panel set across at right-angles. The combination of the three resembled an illuminated
cross perched on a raised dais. Except it wasn’t the usual Christian-type: it was upside
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down! Uh-oh! Maybe he’d stumbled on the headquarters of some weird religious cult - Sons
of Satan arise! Their cross had certainly arisen.

Mentally kicking himself again, he scoured his imagination for a better, more liveable
explanation.  Amazingly, one was waiting in the wings. The cross-piece being quite close to
the table-top and about eye-height could be a monitor screen. To expand on this
comparatively rational theory, if it was a monitor, it would have to be hooked into a computer
of some kind – that had to be the table which was actually a control console.  Surely it was?
For the sake of sanity, it had to be.  Closer inspection seemed to confirm this.  Although
there was no keyboard, a number of shapes seemed likely to be controls. Some were
square, similar to the light switch by the entrance, which had actually turned out to be a door-
closer instead. So much for assumption. The passing thought, however, did trigger another,
causing his heart to miss a beat.  It was stupid not to think about it before, but there was
always the chance that the door switch worked two ways.

A few strides and he was within arm’s length; no closer though – not that stupid.  A hand
rose tentatively, warily and was trembling as it touched the square panel on the wall.  He let
out a gasp as it lit up. Then he was hoping, praying, watching the steel door intently, keeping
fingers crossed, willing it to slide open.  Nothing happened, not for a second or two. Then
the square switch panel began to flash off and on, no longer plain, but displaying a single,
repeated word – RESET... RESET... RESET... RESET...

What did it mean - RESET?  Reset what?  Maybe it referred to the switch itself.  He
extended a hand towards the flashing square, but fear wouldn't let him actually touch.  Didn't
he have enough to worry about without having to battle his own lack of confidence? With a
surge of willpower, he forced the reluctant hand onto the switch.  The light in the panel went
out.  It stayed out.  He stared with disappointment at the dull, lifeless square. The door
remained closed.  He turned away to stand with arms folded, glowering at the desk and the
illuminated pillar, hoping to give the appearance of dissatisfaction, a silent warning that dire
consequences were about to transpire if his wishes were not obeyed implicitly.  Either he
was doing it wrong, or the computer simply didn’t care.  It just sat there, the column of light
staring back, waiting, watching.

And all the time a mocking voice in Terry's head was saying: "Your move, Terry.  What are
you going to do now?"

Decisions, Always Decisions

Unfolding his arms, he began to crab sideways, back to the wall, keeping the control panel
- what he considered to be the heart of the machine - under a watchful eye. Still it waited,
the video screen turning as if tracking the intruder. A few more steps brought him side on.
The monitor stopped turning, presumably having reached its limit of mobility. Terry
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continued circling until he was behind it. From this particular vantage point it was reasonable
to assume he couldn't be seen; although, after what had already transpired, nothing was
certain. It was his own fault, of course, for messing with things that shouldn’t be messed
with.  Now, somehow, he had to un-mess them.  Unfortunately, the only way he was likely to
escape was to bite the bullet and have one last mess.

There were options a-plenty on the console – panels to touch, knobs to turn, sliders to
slide. Where was the harm in trying? A touch here, a turn there, plus a couple of slides and
he could be free as a bird.  On the other hand... If he could only come to understand what
the machine was for, then the way out might be easier to find. Surely it couldn’t be that
hard? Machines were, after all, predictable and logical; nothing more.  They were completely
at the command of the operator.  Logic was the answer.

Then his mind filled with pictures of space craft and time machines, an emphatic indication
that logic wasn't exactly his strongest subject. The over-imaginative thoughts were dispelled
with a shake of the head and he shifted position just enough to enable a better examination
of the control panel.  His Dad would have known what to do. "Have faith in yourself, Son," he
used to say. "If you don't have that, you've got nothing!" And he was always proved right.
Well, except for the last time when...

Terry guessed his Dad’s demise was an unfortunate case of: “You can’t win them all”.  He
used to say that too. Reminding himself that he only needed to win one, this father’s son
took a deep breath and gazed in ignorance at the console, ready to leap away if it showed
the least sign of hostility. The monitor on the pillar had returned to its former position and
was watching him. The machine waited placidly; but was it ready to obey a novice
controller?

To recharge his faith, and for the benefit of anyone else who might happen to be listening,
Terry attempted a chuckle; but an extremely dry throat produced only a hiss.  So he just
swallowed and looked. There were a few more controls than at first thought, all a total
mystery. A bank of oblong, raised buttons looked as though they were meant to be pushed.
How to activate the four domed knobs was anyone’s guess. As for the five square panels,
presumably they were touch-pads like the door switch.  One was set quite alone on the left
while the other four were grouped together in a square on the right.

A row of ten miniature video screens set into the raised back of the console were blank
with not an eye between them, just like their big brother on the pillar; yet he was sure it
continued to watch. Critically, Terry supposed, expecting this kid who reckons he's Albert
Einstein to make his first move. What was that likely to be?  Pick a button, any button?  Or
work it out with logic?  So far he hadn't done too well in that department.  It looked like this
was going to be a case of hit and miss.

Applying the principle that it was always best to start from one point and work
systematically through, Terry chose something reasonably familiar and placed a hand on the
lone square.  His heart missed a beat as it lit up. Then the hand was tingling and the
sensation had started up his arm. He tried to pull away but his palm seemed to be stuck to
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the panel, frozen; and it had become semi-transparent, the light beneath so strong that it
illuminated details of the bone structure under the skin like an x-ray.

He strained to free himself.  The light went out.  Suddenly, he was reeling backwards as
his hand was released unexpectedly.  He slipped, crashed to the floor and gasped as air was
forced from his lungs. Rolling onto his side, he examined the hand.  It was normal and
apparently none the worse for wear, unlike his faltering courage. Once up on his feet, he
walked sheepishly back to the controls; heart beating fit to burst, but determined not to be
defeated.

The board was no longer lightless.  With the exception of the five square panels, the rest of
the controls were now illuminated, each marked with different symbols that meant nothing to
him.  The bank of video screens was blank except for two.  The design on one reminded him
of a Picasso painting; the other was definitely no abstract and something even a simple mind
could comprehend.  It was a digital clock with the time and date: 11:14 September 17 1997.
Presumably the time was correct, although he didn’t have a watch to confirm it. The addition
of the year seemed peculiar. Why bother?  Surely no-one needed a reminder; unless... Stop
with the time-travel bit, he warned himself. It’s still 1997, so you haven’t gone anywhere.
And as a further reminder: you won’t be going anywhere until you can escape from this room;
so forget imagination for one small, sensible moment and look for a control that will get you
out!

He disregarded the bank of screens to examine the push-buttons on the table. The
symbols on them resembled Egyptian hieroglyphs, offering no hint of their functions. Staring
at them wasn’t likely to help, so he plucked up courage and pressed one. It clicked, stayed
down and the light in it changed from green to yellow.  If it had done anything else, it wasn’t
obvious.  He tried another.  Same result, different colours; but it seemed to have switched on
a third mini-screen which was now illuminated, the white background split by a blue vertical
line. Watching the screen, he pressed the button again, expecting it to spring up to its
original position and disengage whatever had been activated.  It stayed down, but the line on
the screen moved a fraction to the right. Pressing the button a third time shifted it another
millimetre.

Something trickled into his eye – perspiration.  This had nothing to do with heat: he was
getting agitated; starting to panic, even.  What had started out as a casual, hit-and-miss trial
next developed into an increasingly rushed, stab-and-hope exercise that achieved nothing.
Well, that wasn’t quite true: all of the mini-screens were illuminated and displaying different
images, none of which looked remotely associated with door-locks.  Gritting his teeth, he
slapped a hand on one of the square panels. “Useless bloody computer...!”

The panel he’d smacked had lit up along with the one beside it; and, glory be, there were
words in English on both that he could actually read: TRANSMIT and RECALIBRATE.

He studied them for a long time until the words became a blur before his eyes. With a
brain working nineteen to the dozen it was almost impossible to think. Recalibrate probably
meant that he had actually calibrated something with his button-pushing; but not knowing
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what or how he’d done it were unknowns that he’d rather not repeat.  As for the other word it
seemed simpler.  Maybe he was clutching at straws, but didn’t Transmit mean send?  Send
what where? Time out, he told himself. What else could it relate to: communication maybe?
If he could just talk to someone it would be a way out of his predicament.  The idea was so
suddenly exciting - ground control to Major Tom – yes, yes!

His hand was descending before he could stop it. As it touched the TRANSMIT square,
the light began to pulsate. Jerking the hand away, he waited.  A hollow, metallic voice
echoed round the room: "Operator signature interrupted. Repeat contact and maintain for
five seconds."  The machine fell silent. The ‘Transmit’ panel continued flashing.

He must have been right: he’d activated an intercom of some kind. "Hey, whoever you
are!" the boy called out, turning in circles, searching every inch of his prison for a sign of life.
"I'm stuck inside!  Can you let me out, please..."

“Repeat operator contact and maintain for five seconds,” droned the hollow voice again.
Misunderstanding, Terry said: “I’m in contact.  Can’t you hear me?”
The panel stopped flashing, but remained illuminated.  “Operator contact required for

Transmit or Recalibrate,” instructed the voice.
“Look, I’m not an operator,” explained Terry.  He waited a few moments. There was no

response.  Fear and frustration were beginning to creep in and neither would help. A bit of
childish sarcasm might, though. Having no idea whether he was doing what was required,
he slapped a hand on the Transmit panel and snarled: “Repeating contact, okay?” Then he
remembered something else the voice had said.  Keeping the hand there on the panel, he
tried to imitate the metallic voice: “Maintaining for five.  Then, I would very much like to...”

The large monitor on the glowing pillar flickered and a white circle appeared in the
centre. “Signature verified," declared the voice. “Ten seconds to transmission.”  Maybe a TV
channel was about to start a broadcast.  Presumably the count-down was in progress.  The
only hint of this was on the big screen as the centre circle increased in size, second by
second.

Terry was shaking visibly as the light from the centre column dimmed. Pulsating flashes
began rising within from bottom to top, quickening until the glass tube was a pillar of dazzling
light. The large video mounted on it burst into life with a vengeance. Multi-coloured pixels
began streaming from a distant point seemingly straight at Terry.  All he could do was hold
his breath.   The light show reminded him of an old movie, the 2001 Space Odyssey. What
was he seeing: a kaleidoscope of cosmic dust, maybe...?  Or just another malfunction?
Hopefully that and nothing too serious.

Swish...swish...swish....
The noise was coming from the walls.  And he had that tingling sensation again, this time

not just in his hand, but right through his body! "Stop!  STOP!  S T O P!" he could hear
himself shouting. It must have been him, but the voice was remote, as if it had become
disjointed from his body.  It was like that time in hospital when they had given him the
anaesthetic: things, people, sounds, all seemed to drift in a world of their own.
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He clung to those thoughts, his mind comforted by memories of past care and comfort.
Perhaps he was actually still in the ward and the old round house was merely a drug-induced
dream; but as awareness returned, the pleasant mirage faded. Far from being in a soft
hospital bed, he was sitting on the hard floor and didn’t seem able to move.  So, he stayed
there, huddled and breathless near the control board; and he waited.

The swishing had stopped. When had that happened?  Maybe he had passed out; but
there was no way to tell. Yes there was – look at the clock. Struggling to his feet, eyes
swept the console for the digital readout.  It was now 11:16, so whatever had just happened
had taken about two minutes.  The day was still September 17.  So far so good.  Uh-oh,
there could be a problem yet – the year said 1817. If he was lucky he’d only broken the
clock with his ignorant meddling, which was something else he would have to account for. If
he ever got out.

"Program complete in primary phase," droned the computer voice in its monotone.
"Survival factor normal for exit.  Reverse program activated and on-standby."

Terry vaguely heard the last sentence.  His mind was still repeating the welcome word,
"exit".  That was all he ever wanted.  His heart-beats gained momentum as he raced to the
door and pressed the switch-panel. The small square lit up. He glanced around impatiently,
hoping and praying that this was it.  Hurry, he thought, hurry up!

A thought occurred.  A backward glance at the centre pillar should have seen it lowering
down below the floor, its go-nowhere task finished. That’s what the voice had said –
“Program complete” The column and console stayed put.  Something must have jammed.
The window-shutters were still okay, though: the steel shutters were on their way down.
Next, the door would open and he would be free.

The shutters were down and sunlight streamed through the windows.  The old round house
was returning to the way it had been when he had first entered.  Well, almost.  There was the
centre column jammed in the roof still, and he noticed that the spiders' webs had
disappeared.  So who cared about a few plastic spiders?  There were other differences too.
Like the fact that the glass of the windows was now set closer to the inside walls. When the
door-panel slid aside with a hiss, the anomaly was dismissed, to be instantly replaced by
another. Reaching eagerly for the knob on the wooden door left him feeling rather foolish -
there was no door!

A mere skipped heartbeat later, he was plunging into the fresh air and extending grateful
arms upwards into the sky, marvelling at how blue, and clean, and free it looked.  And there
was the garden: that good, old, rambling, uncared-for garden with its creepers and frogs
and.....

His blond eyebrows knotted in a frown.  He rubbed his eyes and looked again.  Spinning
about, he searched for something he might recognise, something that would tell him he
hadn't gone stark raving mad.  The old round house was... was gone!  In its place, a large,
silver dome shone in the sunlight.
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It had all been a dream, surely; or was the dream still happening now? He had come from
the dome; must have, because there were his footprints in the sand leading straight from it,
plain as day. But he didn't recall seeing any sand in the old garden!  And the trees - they had
changed! Everything had, including the old roundhouse that had turned into a silver dome!

Terry moaned to himself as he walked about in tiny, frustrated circles.  Where was he?
Where was this place?  He didn't belong here.  It was far worse than anything he could have
imagined because it was so real! Falling to his knees, he dug trembling hands into the warm
sand and craned his neck to glare up into the sky.  It was too blue, too perfect to be anything
but a false sky.  And it wasn't his sky!

He jumped to his feet and stood astride, defiant to the last, sand trickling from his small,
clenched fists.  Then he opened his mouth and yelled to the false sky: "Where am I?"
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